
WRITING ALTERNATE HISTORY FICTION HISTORIES

This article deconstructs the alternate history fiction genre and helps you understand its inner workings so you can write
a gripping AH story.

Nor am I saying that tech-enhtusiasts never look backwards. Furthermore, contrary to what users of this trope
would have you believe nothing lasts forever, and even successful empires only tend to last for a finite period
of time; even the Mongol Empire, one of the most successful and far-reaching empires ever seen by humanity,
didn't manage to last much more than years before eventually falling apart, and certainly didn't even come
close to conquering the entire world or anything near it. Try and find something new to say. I'm not saying that
history-enthusiasts never look forward. Advertisement: Necessary Tropes What If? Particularly since they
clearly didn't have perfect foresight and always made the right decisions since, you know, they would have if
they did. Determining the pertinent details of the time-shift, and then integrating them organically is a serious
challenge. Fry answers his death with the presence of Gloder, a character who acts as a critique of the leader
but also has his own aims and temperament. For example, The Two Georges features Richard Nixon as a used
car salesman in a world where America never gained independence from Great Britain; despite it being very
unlikely that Nixon would even have been born in this alternate world, his presence allows the reader to see
how different things are and to gain both an insight into and commentary on Nixon himself. A main difference
between sci-fi and alternate history is the kind of "experts" you'll meet criticism from; With sci-fi, some
people will quickly be sceptical if they feel something doesn't make sense. Failing to bring it up to the present.
The Soviet Union, Turkey and Hungary are quickly invaded, and the historical alliance which defeated the
Nazis is formed too late â€” and with too few members â€” to prevent a fascist victory. Like I said, this seems
counter-intuitive when talking about alternate histories, but every once in a while you need to step back and
remind yourself that as an author you're creating a world with characters that have motivations not unlike
those that you're familiar with today. The first is how believable the reader finds the story in comparison to
real life â€” could it, as suggested, actually have happened? Noticing a pattern, here? An AH story begins with
a single fact that differentiates the world of the story from our own, and goes on to detail the events that might
have occurred if this fact was true. What if there was no sandwich to distract Franz Ferdinand's assassin?
Consider the same battle lost in three ways: Army A sees that army B is too big to defeat and surrenders. But
the best authors of alternate history manage to do exactly that. Two years later, Germany would help Russia
put down a communist revolution in  For Want of a Nail is also quite important; we seem to enjoy imagining
that drastic, world-spanning changes in history can result from tiny, seemingly insignificant events; as the
poem that forms the title goes, an entire kingdom falls because a horseshoe isn't nailed in properly. After all,
not everyone is as familiar with the time period as the author. The second is how believably the events of the
story lead into each other. But watch out â€” if you ignore something that was important to the people at the
time, then you risk throwing some people out of the story. Mixing up urban legends with actual history Rule
of thumb: If you have to look up on Wikipedia to figure out when the Hundred Years War happened, you
probably shouldn't write about early modern Europe, says The Big Switch author Harry Turtledove. Assuming
that nothing will change besides your one big alteration â€” or that everything will Unless your change is so
major that the world is unrecognizeable afterwards, some stuff will still stay the same, says Grimwood. Here's
what they told us. Try to avoid or at least use with caution Alternate History Wank , wherein the entire world
seems to get taken over by two or three super-empires. Priest says she still believes in picking and choosing
which details to focus on, but has also tried to "take a more holistic approach to my alternate timeline building
- giving at least a nod to the things that were contemporarily important, even if they aren't immediately critical
to my fiction. And for those looking to employ even more realism in their writing, why not check out Should
authors use familiar places as story settings? While certain nations have managed to create empires which
have spanned large amounts of territory and huge populations in Real Life , there is a tendency in Alternate
History fiction to over-simplify just how easy, homogeneous and successful these empires manage to be and
underestimate the various difficulties they face, such as the logistical headaches of managing an empire that
spreads over a huge area of territory and the further headaches of managing the vast, varied population of said
area. Stirling , in a meteor shower devastates Europe and North America forcing the European empires to
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relocate their populations to their colonies. Advertisement: As a genre, however, Alternate History is
amazingly fluid, so you'll want to check out Write a Story for basic advice that holds across all genres. Due to
his prolific nature, however, Turtledove straddles both the greats and the epic fails; at his best he's a fine
example of what to do well, at his worst, he's a sobering reminder of what can go wrong. This is the sort of
thing you should at least be aware of, based on being steeped in the real-life history. II by various. Making the
story go where you want it to go, instead of where your altered history will support This is one that bothers
Turtledove â€” when you write allohistory, he says, you're trying to tell a story, "trying to entertain and, with
luck, to provoke some thought. The Epic Fails The TV show Sliders , a rare example of Alternate History on
television and, unfortunately, widely considered to be an unsuccessful type. Because of this, the AH author
who wishes to experiment with WWII timelines can be relatively assured that their audience possesses enough
knowledge to appreciate any changes. Likewise, Alternate Histories where women are in charge? You don't
need to actually show the point of divergence if it doesn't relate directly to your story, but you'll still need to
have developed a full backstory as to how your Alternate History has developed since the Point in order that
you can consistently and accurately present and develop your history in the text, and so that you avoid
inconsistencies. Murder Mysteries and Detective Stories are quite common, though, since they allow the
Detective character to enter numerous different areas of society in order to establish exactly how the world is
different in this Alternate History than it is in our own. Writers' Lounge Suggested Themes and Aesops For
Want of a Nail ; as discussed above, the idea that small changes result in big effects on the time line is a very
popular one. The plot itself is tied together by a search for a set of computer punch cards which could have
drastic ramifications for the future of technological development.


